Please fax or mail a copy of this flyer to your banquet manager or other site contact.
Let us know if any of these requests are not possible.
STAGE/PERFORMANCE AREA REQUIREMENTS:
A 12' x 24' stage or performance area is a preferred minimum.
In addition, please allow an area for our sound/lighting technicians and mixing consoles
just off the stage to the band’s left. This space should be at least 4' x 8'.

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS:
Three (3) separate electrical circuits (not outlets), convenient to the performance area.
Circuits should be at least 15 amps each, 110v.
A power distribution or breakout box is ideal.
Please note: We may not be able to include stage lighting if working with less than three
separate circuits.
Banquet managers: Please check with your A/V department or electrical engineer if you have
any doubts about where the separate circuits or breaker boxes are located!
It may very well save a lot of time and/or “panic” on the day of the party.

SET-UP TIME:
A careful and thorough set-up and sound check generally requires about 2 - 2.5 hours.
Our crew prefers to arrive 3 hours before the first set is to commence.
At least one full hour of unobstructed access to the performance area is an absolute minimum.
Keep in mind this will not allow for much, if any, sound check.
Please advise us if there are logistical considerations that will prevent our having
full access for set-up.

STORAGE / DRESSING / VENDOR MEALS:
It is important that we have a secure area to store our empty footlockers, instrument cases,
clothes, bags, purses, etc.
Ideally, we should have a comfortable area to “hang out” while on breaks, to change clothes, and
perhaps to eat a simple meal.
If vendor meals are provided for the band, there are 12 members total, 6 are vegetarian. Thanks!
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